AOUG Founda on for Educa on Awards for the Regions and Na ons – Nomina on form
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Keynes MK7 6AA

Nomination form for the
AOUG Foundation for Education Awards in the Regions and Nations

Please use block capitals, or type all responses, with the exception of your signature.
Your name: …………………………………………
Your address: ………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Your telephone number ……………………… Your e-mail …………………………….
Which of the following applies to you? OU student…. OU graduate ….. OU Staff ……
PI number ………………..
Please note that you must have the candidate’s permission prior to releasing their
contact details.
I have the permission of the candidate named below to release their contact details and
personal information to the Association of Open University Graduates for the purpose of
these Awards.

……………………………………………… Signed ……………………… Dated
Name of the person you wish to nominate ……………………………………………………..
Address of person you wish to nominate ………………………………………………………
Candidate’s telephone number ………………… Candidate’s e-mail …………………...........
Region or Nation where they lived when they undertook the majority of their OU degree
level study ………………..
PI number ……………………..
Date of their OU degree qualification …………… OU Degree obtained …………………...
Was this the first degree qualification they had ever obtained? ………………………………..
Please describe briefly the candidate`s adversity during their study period:
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You may attach up to two additional sides of A4 to explain the adversity in more detail.

Informa on released in this applica on form will be used solely for the selec on of candidates for
the AOUG Founda on for Educa on Awards and the related publicity of Award winners
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Please describe briefly the candidate’s dedication to their OU degree study

You may attach up to two additional sides of A4 to explain the dedication in more detail.

Please describe briefly the candidate’s plans for the future use of their OU degree

All necessary information should be included within the space of this box.

Has the candidate you are nominating received any other Awards for their study? …………..
Please name the Award/s ……………………………………………………………………….
Is the candidate employed in any capacity by the OU? ………………………
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If Yes, please describe the nature of their employment

All necessary information should be included within the space of this box.
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Informa on released in this applica on form will be used solely for the selec on of candidates for
the AOUG Founda on for Educa on Awards and the related publicity of Award winners

